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the the only thing in life that you can trust 100% is MATH.
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this book is dedicated to YOU...

...because you fucking need it.
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HOW DESIRE BECOMES SHAME

	

	

	

There's a race of men who don't fit in,

	

	

	

      A race that can't stand still.

	

	

	

   So they break the hearts of kith and kin,

			

And roam the world at will.

				—Human

" Train up a child in the way he should go: and when he is old, he will not depart from it."—Math

"For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction."—Math

"The most evil thing a parent can do to a child is scold them for being bad, but never show them how

to be good."—Math

"The only thing in life that you can trust 100% is MATH."—Math



the journey of a million porn videos begins with one bad parent.



i was raised on a vast diet of pornography.....

scratch that. i was raised by pornography. if taking the Red Pill represents breaking

free of the electronic prison that society created

for our beliefs, i took the gold-colored Arco Gas

Station sexual enhancement tiger energy pill.

because i am a reflection of my parents.

MONKEY SEE, MONKEY DO

when you see me, you see my parents.

the garbage human beings who created me—

their garbage son—are the same garbage

architects who created this garbage society

today.
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yes, we have electronic cars, modern dentistry, and smart phone apps. but we

also have Stephen Paddock (the deadliest mass shooter in U.S. history), record

numbers of depressed people on prescription opiates, a dangerously brazen

media that can't decide whether it wants to stoke gender or racial  wars, and

me.... better known as Generation Fuckup. Generation Anxiety. Generation Failure.

Generation Nobody. Generation Nowhere. Generation Look-At-Me-Daddy-I'm-OnA-Youtube-Video.

their lack of discipline is my lack of self-control.

their lack of direction is my lack of leadership.

their lack of concern is my lack of empathy.

their lack of focus is my lack of skill.

their lack of spine is my lack of commitment to my own beliefs.

..when i promise myself for the thousandth time to never eat at Wienerschnitzel,

ever again—but do it anyway—you get to see their handiwork up close. i am the

result of their frankenstein experiment gone wrong. even my lack of capitalization

is a silent fuck you to their abnormal, legalistic culture and useless traditions that

shipwrecked me on this Island of Shame..... and now you want me to be practical

and punctuate my sentences correctly???

will proper grammar syntax unfuck my lifetime of bad decisions? will the MLA

Style Guide fix my chronic masturbation habit? will knowing the difference

between your and you're make the world like me better?

the correct answer is fuck you and not quite.

Halloween. sometime in the 80s...i had a pillowcase full candy. just me and those

large Reese's Peanut Butter

Cups. Skittles. mini Baby Ruth

bars. Hershey's Kisses. all of us

together on a first date.... no

safe words. no toothbrush.

i have the requisite cavities now,

as an adult, to prove it—how

the fuck would i know about

proper dental hygiene at age

7. i wouldn't. but somehow,

somewhere along the way, i got

handed a dentist bill for my parent's neglect. $200 for something called "laser
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irrigation". you want to know what my consolation prize is? i finally got those

mercury fillings replaced. now half my molars look like they're starring in a rap

video.

my parents got a Baby Boomer designation and a retirement plan.

i got a ritualistic "they did the best they could" societal shrugging of the shoulders

speech and a weed habit.

they got a law degree and a steady paycheck.

i got holes punched through my walls and chronic loneliness.

they got Family Ties laugh tracks and Buddhist chanting.

i got masturbation marathons and countless first date rejections.

..and yet this poker-faced society still has the self-righteous nerve to pretend that

it doesn't understand why mass shooters like James Holmes and Adam Lanza

are only now just returning the favor. payback used to be a stupid promise on

the back of VW bumpersticker. now it's machine gun fire from a Mandalay Bay

hotel window while oblivious citizens of the American Reich scatter like startled

cockroaches.

these conclusions are inevitable. just like physics. just like gravity. just like any

governing Principle directing the traffic of human life. people need pain and

pleasure to direct them towards HappinessTM; they need a pleasurable incentive

to move towards it, and they need a painful reminder to stop aimlessly wandering

away from it.

my parents chose bribery instead.

...so instead me being directed towards a pleasurable life or steered away from

a quick demise, i got the third option. i got whatever the fuck my irresponsible

mom could afford to waste her money on. spoiled and rotten go hand in hand just

like cause and effect. this broken, leaky culture is the stimulus. i am the inevitable

reaction spilling all over it.

if i wasn't athletic, i'd probably look like a donut with the shitty eating habits

i developed from 4th grade on. the last chili cheese dog i ate didn't punch my

stomach hard enough—a trip to the toilet, a little nauseous rumbling from my

haunted bowels, some Angry Birds on the phone in between. done. i ate another

one the week after that promise...

self-control.... fuck me........who am i kidding here?
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when you see my anger and resentment at being unable to figure out how to find

a girl to love, you see my parent's passive, directionless, useless approach to life.

when you see my busted adult knee, you can do the math; somewhere back in

childhood, my parents failed to teach me about natural limitation. i had no clue

how fragile the human body really was. i had no understanding of its limits. i didn't

even realize you only got one chance to fuck it up. you don't get backup joints or

spare tendons. if you rip something important, you're going to walk funny for the

rest of your life.

i was never taught the

difference between

smoothly executed,

controlled motion and

violent over-exertion,

just like i was never

taught the difference

between cooperative

fulfilling activities like

hiking and woodworking

...and competitive

athletic misery that

slowly pulverized

my joints until the

inevitable snap of the ACL or the LCL or the MCL or whatever CL ripped for the nth

time, fighting my way to the basket.... to throw a rubber ball through a metal ring.

for some score that never made me happy because i couldn't fuck it or talk to it or

love it.

winning didn't make up for losing—this was something i was forced to find out

the hard way. even a winning score couldn't overcome the constant gravitational

pull of a choker's anxious doubts; would i accidentally bounce the ball off my foot

and have it roll out of bounds in front of hundreds of people stuffed into a packed

high school gymnasium? would i

shoot an airball and hear everyone

chant in unison? would somebody

y

a

steal the ball from me because i

w

this

didn't practice enough on my weak

down

side? ....and these are the thoughts

coming from a guy who won most

of his games.

when you see the nagging terror of

competitive pressure weaken my
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